
 

 

 
 

St Bede’s Catholic Middle School 

“We are God’s children working together to be our best in love, learning, service and worship.” 

Departmental Scheme of Work 

Curriculum Intent in English:  Our ambitious and enriching curriculum explores a wide range of genres and texts to 
develop children’s reading, writing, speaking and listening skills. It is designed to promote a life-long love of reading 
and to give all pupils the knowledge they need to succeed in life.   

 
 

 

Sequencing of 
the Curriculum 

Michaelmas 1 –  
Michaelmas 2 – Adventure and Poetry  
Lent 1 – Non-fiction 

Lent 2 – Non-fiction 
Trinity 1 – Myths, Legends and Fables 
Trinity 2 - Myths, Legends and Fables 

Progression 
Model 

What knowledge will pupils develop? (Including Key Terminology) What skills will pupils develop? (Including literacy and numeracy) 

 

• To explore the different features of fables.  

• To build on the story writing skills that have been covered so far 
and increase familiarity with a range of different fables, discussing 
the moral of each one, as well as the characters and themes. 

• To successfully plan, draft write and edit their own fable. 
 

• To also focus on reading comprehension skills and will be 
analysing their class read. 

• To also be exploring different elements of SPaG, ensuring that 
they are aware of the terminology and function of different 
grammar terms. 

• The children will develop their story writing throughout Y6 and 
will use the skills acquired in this unit as a starting point. 

 

• To check that texts make sense to them, discussing their understanding 
and exploring the meaning of words in context. 

• To draw inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and 
motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence. 

• To identify themes and conventions in and across a wide range of 
writing. 

• To participate in discussions about texts and provide reasoned 
justifications for their views. 

• To develop ideas by drawing on reading and thinking aloud.   

• To describe settings and characters.  

• To use modal verbs to indicate degrees of possibility.  

• To begin to use relative clauses. 



Lesson Objectives 

• To create a main character for my story 

• To plan my own legend 

• To draft my own legend 

• To identify the features of a fable 

• To plan my own fable 

• To draft and edit my own fable 

 

Core Text: ‘The Stone Lion’ by Margaret Wild. 

 

 

Keywords 

Myths, legends, characters, mythical creatures, language, description, fables, morals, meanings, third person, 

past tense, planning, drafting, editing, proof-reading, figurative language, alliteration, similes, metaphors, 

personification, onomatopoeia, SPaG. 

Ideas of how parents can support children in this unit 

• Ensure that your child is regularly reading at home and that you are talking about what they have read to 
ensure that they understand it.  

• Quiz them on the various SPaG terms that they are learning. 

• When practising spellings, give your children more spellings with that particular spelling pattern to 
ensure that they understand the spelling rule. 

• Encourage your children to share the work that they have completed in class at home. All written drafts 
will be in their draft books. 

Marking/ Assessment of this unit 

• All SPaG and reading work will be peer or self-assessed. 

• The fable will be written using traffic light punctuation and teacher assessed. 

Virtual Curriculum and Extension ideas 

• 20 minutes of reading each day. 

• Learning weekly spellings. 

• Access Spelling Shed as much as possible at home to practise spellings: 
https://www.spellingshed.com/en-gb/index.html 

• Exploring different genres of texts together. 

• Please contact your child’s English teacher for additional homework to be sent home. 

• VC – The Love of Reading, Greater Depth Writing 

Catholic Ethos  

The children will be eloquent and truthful as they encouraged to articulate clearly what 

they believe and feel about the messages in each of the fables. We will encourage them 

to be intentional and prophetic when they are giving their personal opinions of the 

fables. They are encouraged to think about the characters and accept that they are 

human and may make mistakes, but we can learn from them. 

DEEPER THINKING QUESTIONS: HOW CAN WE LINK THE THEMES OF BRAVERY AND 

COURAGE WE SEE IN MYTHS AND LEGENDS TO WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT THE LIFE OF 

JESUS? HOW ARE FABLES SIMILAR TO THE PARABLES OF JESUS? 

SMSVC/ Personal Development 

The children will explore moral dilemmas and understand how to make informed 

choices (including recognising that choices can have positive, neutral and negative 

consequences).  

https://www.spellingshed.com/en-gb/index.html


Cross Curricular Links 

• RE - Links to RE Y5 Spring 1 (Parables of Jesus) 

and Y6 Spring 2 (Followers of Christ). 

• Geography - links to Geog Y5 Summer 2 where 

children are also focusing on moral dilemmas and 

choices through their 'Trade and Economy' unit. 

• History - reading starters in History. 

 

British Values 

The Rule of Law – stories stimulate critical thinking and 

understand the differences between right and wrong. 

Mutual Respect and Tolerance – pupils build empathy as 

they put themselves in the place of the characters and 

understand their emotions and points of view. 

  

Careers 

Author, business manager, lawyers, judges, teachers  

 


